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Microglial heterogeneity has been the topic of much discussion in the scientific

community. Elucidation of their plasticity and adaptability to disease states triggered

early efforts to characterize microglial subsets. Over time, their phenotypes, and

later on their homeostatic signature, were revealed, through the use of increasingly

advanced transcriptomic techniques. Recently, an increasing number of these “microglial

signatures” have been reported in various homeostatic and disease contexts.

Remarkably, many of these states show similar overlapping microglial gene expression

patterns, both in homeostasis and in disease or injury. In this review, we integrate

information from these studies, and we propose a unique subset, for which we introduce

a core signature, based on our own research and reports from the literature. We describe

that this subset is found in development and in normal aging as well as in diverse

diseases. We discuss the functions of this subset as well as how it is induced.

Keywords: microglia, CD11c microglia, heterogeneity, CD11c, transcriptomics, subset, DAM, single cell

INTRODUCTION

The term “microglia” was brought to the scientific community’s attention a century ago with its first
use by Pio del Rio-Hortega (1), who strived to distinguish them from oligodendrocytes. His early
work also highlighted their phagocytic ability, as well as their potential to undergo morphological
changes. This early description led the community to consider microglial cells as a homogeneous
population, even though the first description of a microglial subset (“satellite microglia”) appeared
as early as 1919 (1).

Microglia originate from yolk-sac progenitors that start migrating toward the fetus around mid-
pregnancy. These progenitors reach the embryonic brain around embryonic day (E) 9.5–E10.5
(2, 3) until the formation of the blood–brain barrier around E13.5–E14.5 in themouse, and between
the 4th gestational week to the 24th gestational week in the human (4, 5). As such, they are among
the first cells to colonize the developing brain, and they participate in central nervous system (CNS)
development. For instance, they contribute to refine brain wiring through enhancing both synapse
formation (6, 7) and elimination (8, 9), they modulate axonal growth (10, 11), they secrete factors
promoting neuronal progenitors survival (12) helping with neuronal positioning (11, 13), and they
participate in the clearance of live and apoptotic cells during development (14). Microglia also take
on physiological functions in the adult CNS, as they constantly sense their immediate environment,
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in a so-called “never-resting state” (15, 16). Our knowledge
of microglial physiology and process motility relies heavily on
studies in anesthetized animals. Understanding of microglial
functions in the steady state is challenged by a recent study
showing that microglial process motility and morphology are
affected by the wakefulness state of mice (17). Aside from
this surveillance immune function, they are also fundamental
for regulation of social behavior, learning, and memory, as
these functions are impaired upon their depletion and restored
after repopulation (18). Microglial roles in injury and disease
contexts have been investigated extensively, with new advances
contributing to deepen our understanding of Microglia and their
effect on other glial cells [reviewed in Greenhalgh et al. (19)].

These physiological functions advanced our view of microglia,
from being initially thought of as exclusively sentinel cells
reacting in the context of injury. This dated view on microglia
led to the superposition of macrophage M1/M2 phenotypes
onto them (20), which was an early attempt to grasp the
extent of microglial diversity. This classification is however
mostly obsolete nowadays, as it was proved to be simplistic and
disconnected from in vivo reality (21).

Indeed, the variety of functions microglia take on in space,
time, and health states along with reports of sex differences in
microglial function have led the community to infer a greater
microglial heterogeneity than initially thought. With the progress
of technology, investigating such diversity has become possible,
notably through the development of high-throughput techniques
such as mass cytometry and with the recent advances in
transcriptomic studies with single-cell RNA-sequencing (RNA-
seq). These technologies allowed the identification of microglial
signatures linked to their “activation state.” In 2014, Butovsky
et al. described a “homeostatic” microglial signature, comparing
microglia with monocytic populations and other CNS cells
(22). This signature includes genes such as P2ry12, Fclrs,
Tmem119, Hexb, Mertk, Cx3cr1, Csf1r, etc. that have been
used in numerous studies thereafter to identify microglial
cells. This was a fundamental step in distinguishing resident
microglia from other tissue-resident macrophages and infiltrates
in disease context. This “homeostatic” signature was more
recently revised and extended to developmental stages in
addition to adulthood by Matcovitch-Natan et al. (23). In
this study, single-cell RNA-seq helped associate the microglial
signature identified at each different age to the potential functions
these cells take on during life. They pinpointed three different
temporal stages of development, each linked to a particular
signature: early microglia associated with proliferation and
differentiation, pre-microglia related to neuronal development,
and adult microglia.

It has recently been suggested that microglial heterogeneity
peaks early during development and then reaches a minimum
in the homeostatic adult brain, only to regain diversity in
old age (24). In addition, some microglial subtypes have been
based on surface markers and sometimes function [discussed in
Stratoulias et al. (25)]. This has been mostly achieved through
systematic transcriptional investigation of microglia in different
contexts. However, because every study is done with different
techniques (microarrays, bulk RNA-seq, single-cell RNA-seq,
etc.), on different kinds of samples (whole brain, sorted microglia

based on different gating strategies, microdissected microglia,
sorted nuclei, etc.), and in different animal models, there is a
risk for confusion of data. We believe that there is a need for
an overview—by looking at the big picture, common patterns
can be identified between studies that might otherwise have
been overlooked.

In this review, we summarize and interpret transcriptomic
studies on microglia from development, homeostasis, and
disease states to bring to light a subpopulation common to
all these different states. We discuss the factors inducing this
subpopulation and its functional importance in all of the
studied conditions. Finally, we provide a core signature for this
subset and propose to systematize and unify the naming of
this microglial subpopulation to clarify the literature and avoid
redundancy in future studies. We propose to use a name already
used in numerous studies and that accounts for these cells’
expression signature: CD11c+microglia.

CD11c+ MICROGLIA HISTORY,
DISCOVERY, AND IDENTIFICATION

For long, microglia have been considered simply as macrophages,
due to the belief that all macrophages emerged from the bone
marrow. Consensus that a subset of microglia expressed CD11c
was therefore at first difficult to achieve. CD11c was widely
accepted as a marker for dendritic cells (DCs), to the extent
that some studies have used it as the sole identifier for DCs.
Added to this was the constant difficulty of discriminating CNS-
resident parenchymal microglia from blood-derived myeloid
cells, with which they share many markers [reviewed in Amici
et al. (26)]. Until recently, it was indeed not possible to reliably
discriminate microglia, especially activated microglia, from
blood-derived monocytic myeloid cells, using morphology or
routine myeloid markers. Panels of differentially expressed genes
that can be used to distinguish microglia including TMEM119
(27) and the homeostatic marker P2RY12 (22) were however
recently identified and validated in both homeostatic and disease
conditions (28).

To our knowledge, the first observation of microglia
expressing CD11c was made in human multiple sclerosis (MS)
tissue by immunohistochemical analysis (29). One, however,
cannot be completely certain of the exclusive microglial nature
of the cells identified in this study based on the markers used
and our current knowledge of myeloid cell marker expression
patterns. The first report to explicitly identify CD11c+ cells in
the CNS as microglia came from Butovsky et al. in 2006 (30).
They identified populations of CD11c+ cells in a mouse model
for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) as microglia, based on their location
and co-expression of isolectin B4 and CD11b, although these
cells showed a dendritic morphology. The major point of interest
in that study was the observation that all MHC-II+ microglia
that engulfed amyloid β in the brain of glatiramer acetate (GA)-
vaccinated transgenic (Tg)-AD mice co-expressed CD11c. Also,
relevant to our subsequent studies, these cells could be stained
with an antibody specific for insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1).

A “gold standard” for microglial identification remains their
relatively low level of expression of CD45 in flow cytometry
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analyses (31). In the course of study of glial responses in the
dentate gyrus to axonal transection in the entorhinal cortex
(the Perforant Path lesion model), we noted a subpopulation of
CD45low CD11b+ CD11c+ cells in flow-cytometry profiles of
cells isolated from lesion-reactive hippocampus. Their functional
significance and whether they derived intraparenchymally or by
immigration from bone marrow were not determined (Babcock
and Owens, unpublished). Exactly similar cells were then
observed in cuprizone-demyelinated corpus callosum (32, 33).
These were described to express slightly higher levels of CD45
than their CD11c− counterparts, while remaining within the
CD45low gate (33, 34). In addition, they did not express CCR2
characteristic for infiltrating leukocytes and expressed high levels
of CX3CR1 supporting their microglial status (33). Further
analysis showed that CD11c+ microglia were also induced in
experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) (33–35) and
a mouse model for neuromyelitis optica (NMO) (33), as well as
during postnatal development (24, 35–37).

In older studies, ambiguity in assigning CD45 levels resulted
in CD11b+ CD11c+ populations in CNS of mice with EAE or
infected with Toxoplasma gondii being identified as DCs (38),
although, with hindsight, consideration of bimodal CD45 profiles
allows that at least some of them may have been microglia.
The fact that CD11c+ microglia express slightly higher CD45
levels than restingmicrogliamay have contributed to uncertainty,
and claims that DCs derived from microglia (38, 39) may
need re-evaluation.

Relative CD45 levels as detected by flow cytometry are
not as useful for histological discrimination. Depending on
the antibodies and staining protocols used, microglia may
even not be detected as CD45+ cells, or else cannot be
distinguished from other CD45hi cells. Similarly, CD11c
promoter-driven fluorescent reporter transgenic mice cannot
discriminate between the many cell types that can express
or upregulate CD11c without co-staining for lineage-specific
markers. Identification of CD11c+ microglia in such mice relies
on interpretation of sometimes fortuitous observations that
include consideration of a cell’s morphology and location. Using
an EYFP-CD11c transgenic strain, Bulloch et al. identified a
small fraction of CD11c+ microglia that were immunoreactive
for Mac-1, IBA1, CD45, and F4/80 (40). The parenchymal
juxtavascular IBA1+ CD11b+ GFP-CD11c+ cells described by
Prodinger et al. in a CD11c-GFP reporter mouse likely included
microglia, although in a non-diseased mouse, they would only
account for around 2% of them (41). Flow-cytometric analysis
confirmed CD45low GFP-CD11c+ cells in the CNS of these mice
(42). The fact that they were MHC II-negative likely reflects that
they derived from non-diseased tissue, unlike the EAE-derived
cells that we described (34). Typical microglia markers and their
functions are listed in Table 1.

CD11c+ MICROGLIA IN HOMEOSTATIC
CONDITIONS

In Development
Even before microglia were formally identified, the presence of
fat-laden cells had been reported and suggested to be a part of

TABLE 1 | Microglia markers and their function.

Marker Main functions References

Common in

microglia

CD45 Pan-leukocyte protein with

tyrosine phosphatase

activity

Controls adhesion

in macrophages

(43)

CD11b Integrin family member

Pairs with CD18 to form

CR3, a receptor for

complement C3bi,

mediating

complement-coated particle

uptake

Plays a role in

synaptic pruning

(44)

CX3CR1 Fractalkine receptor

Controls microglia activation

Mediates microglia–neuron

interaction

Participates in chemotaxis

(45)

IBA1 Calcium-binding protein

Key molecule in membrane

ruffling and phagocytosis

(46)

TMEM119 Surface protein

Unknown function in

the CNS

(27)

FCRLS Scavenger receptor

Unknown function in

the CNS

(22)

Specific to

CD11c+

microglia

CD11c Integrin family member

Pairs with CD18 to form

CR4, a receptor for

complement C3bi,

mediating

complement-coated particle

uptake

Regulates the activation and

proliferation of leucocytes

(47)

CLEC7A Pattern recognition receptor

Regulates autophagy,

phagocytosis, and the

respiratory burst

(48)

SPP1 Secreted

glycophosphoprotein

Plays a role in in cellular

motility, adhesion and

survival

(49)

the normal developing CNS (50–52), and to participate in either
cell death processes (53) or myelin formation (54–56). Early after
the initial description of microglial cells, neuroanatomists began
to track and map microglia in the CNS. Del Rio-Hortega was
the first to describe “fountains of microglia” in the developing
brain, having amoeboid morphology and being preferentially
located in the white matter (57). Already in 1925, Penfield
reported that what he describes as “neuroglia of mesodermal
origin” “were variously considered to be normal and having to
do with myelination or to indicate an abnormal inflammatory
process” (58).

In the mid- to late 1970s, with del Rio-Hortega’s “fountains
of microglia” in mind, these cells were investigated again using
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light and electron microscopy. Most studies describe round,
amoeboid, highly vacuolated cells with fat-containing granules,
which are found in developing white matter, particularly along
unmyelinated axonal tracts in the corpus callosum of rabbits
(59), rats (60), mice (61), birds (62), fish (63), and humans
(64), as opposed to more highly ramified cells present in the
gray matter. In all these studies, amoeboid or ovoid-shaped
microglia invade the white matter before disappearing when
increasing numbers of ramified microglia colonize the gray
matter (peaking around postanatal day (P) 5 and disappearing
around P10 to P15 in rodents). Multiple studies support this
finding and extrapolate their potential function, stating either
that they have enhanced phagocytic abilities for the elimination
of apoptotic material coming from normal developmental cell
death or that they participate in myelination (59, 60, 65–68).
This involvement in myelination was reinforced by a study by
Pont-Lezica et al. showing that microglial alteration early in
development leads to impaired corpus callosum fasciculation
(11). Their phagocytic abilities along with their morphology
provoked debates regarding their origin (68), their fate (66),
and even their microglia status with some studies modifying the
nomenclature by referring to them as “brainmacrophages” rather
than “amoeboid microglia” (67, 68).

With the new notion of microglial phenotypes emerging,
these early amoeboid microglia were hypothesized to have
higher “activation” levels before becoming “deactivated” in a
controlled manner, as this was believed to be temporarily helpful
to scavenge debris coming from developmental cellular death.
To corroborate this hypothesis, Hristova et al. attempted the
first phenotypic analysis of these cells, and reported expression
of high levels of integrins alpha X (Itgax, CD11c), alpha 4
(Itga4), alpha 5 (Itga5), and beta 2 (Itgb2) in microglia from
periventricular white matter in comparison to cortical microglia
at P7 by staining quantification in IBA1+ cells (37). In addition,
in situ hybridization clearly showed transient Igf1 and colony-
stimulating factor 1 (Csf1) mRNA expression within microglial
cells in the corpus callosum and periventricular white matter
until approximately two postnatal weeks (37). In this study,
expression of Igf1 and Csf1 by microglia were hypothesized to
play a protective role, preventing axonal damage for instance,
which has since then been confirmed in a study by Ueno
et al. (12).

This finding was reinforced by our own study showing that
microglial cells expressing high levels of Itgax and Igf1 are
present in the white matter (cerebellum and corpus callosum)
of developing mouse brains particularly between P3 and P5
where they make up almost 20% of all microglia and decrease
in numbers already at P7 before being almost completely
undetectable by P28 (35). Presence of Igf1-expressing microglia
in these locations in P5 brains was further confirmed by in
situ hybridization (69). We performed RNA-seq on these cells
between P3 and P5 after FACS-sorting based on CD45dim

CD11b+ CD11c+ gating comparing them to their CD11c−
counterparts. We identified a robust neurodevelopmental gene
signature for developmental CD11c+ microglia, including
factors involved in astrocyte and neuronal differentiation,
tissue remodeling, and myelinogenesis accompanied by

downregulation of immune function-related genes. Of note,
Itgax, Itga4, Csf1, and Igf1, which were highlighted in the
Hristova study, were also part of this signature. Importantly,
we demonstrated that Igf1 expression by CD11c+ microglia
during development is crucial for primary myelination. Indeed,
selective deletion of Igf1 specifically from CD11c+ cells led to
myelination defects in P21 brains (35). Interestingly, all neonatal
microglia expressed neuroectodermal genes including Nestin.

A concomitant study by Hagemeyer et al. similarly identified
amoeboid microglia in the developing white matter of the corpus
callosum and cerebellum particularly between P1 and P8 before
being almost undetectable by P14 (70). Interestingly, they used a
Mac-3 staining to identify these cells, reminiscent of a study by
Valentino and Jones who reported Mac-3 expression in “fountain
microglia” in a footnote (68). They identified a signature akin to
the one we found (38 genes in common out of 61 upregulated
genes including Itgax, Csf1, and Igf1) by comparing “fountain
microglia” from corpus callosum at P7 with cortical microglia
at the same age by whole-genome microarray (70). Of note, the
study underscores that many of the most upregulated genes were
related to a primed or activated microglial phenotype and they
confirmed CD11c expression in the “fountain of microglia” cells
with a reporter mouse. In addition, by depleting all microglia
during the critical period of the first postnatal week, they
showed that the number of oligodendrocyte progenitor cells was
reduced and a long-lasting effect on myelination was induced
into adulthood (70), in line with our own results.

Two recent studies used single-cell RNA-seq to elucidate
microglial heterogeneity during development (24, 36). The Barres
lab study used deep single-cell RNA-seq on microglial cells
sorted based on CD11b+ gating and CD45 levels from six
different brain regions at E14.5, P7, and P60 (24). They found
a cluster of cells they named “proliferative region-associated
microglia” (PAM), mainly found at P7 in the white matter, that
have an amoeboid morphology and phagocytose newly formed
oligodendrocytes (24). In addition, they reported enhanced
expression of Igf1 and Itgax in this cluster compared to any other
at P7 or other time points. These cells were observed as early as
E17.5 in the embryonic brain, their numbers peaking around P7
and were almost absent from P14 brains (24). All these features
fit with CD11c+ microglia from our study and the historical
“fountain of microglia” cells.

The Stevens lab used high-throughput RNA-seq on microglial
cells from the whole brain sorted based on a CD45dim

CD11bhi CX3CR1hi gating at E14.5, P4–5, P30, P100, and
P540 and in injury contexts, prioritizing high numbers of
cells over depth of sequencing (36). They identified a cluster
of cells exclusive for the P4–5 time point, which have an
amoeboid morphology, express phagocytosis-related genes, and
are restricted to the corpus callosum and cerebellum, associating
closely with axonal tracts, which they named “axon tract-
associated microglia” (ATM) (36). Again, the features of this
subset resembled closely the features of CD11c+ microglia and
“fountain of microglia” cells described above. Interestingly, their
study showed no evidence for a sex bias, the number of cells
associated to this cluster being similar for neonatal female and
male pups (36).
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In addition, Anderson et al. (71) described gene signatures
of retinal microglia in P7 mice, 60% of which were found to
express CD11c. The microglial signature in the P7 retina fit
the signature associated to developmental CD11c+ microglia as
Itgax, Lpl, Clec7a, and Igf1 were enriched in sorted CD11chi

vs. CD11clow cells at P7, whereas P2ry12 and Tmem119 were
downregulated (71).

We therefore hypothesize that CD11c+ microglia, fountains
of microglia, PAMs, and ATMs, although described in different
studies by different methods under different names, actually
represent the same population of cells. Comparison of the
transcriptomic signature found in each of these studies leads
to a core signature of 11 genes found in all four studies
(Gpnmb, Itgax, Spp1, Fam20c, Fabp5, Hpse, Igf1, Folr2, Csf1,
and Anxa5) and 28 additional genes found in at least three of
these studies (Atp6v0d2, Slpi, Cd28, Crip1, Lgals1, Anxa2, Vat1,
Ifitm2, Gm1673, Plaur, S100a1, Colec12, Clec7a, Atf3, Atp1a3,
Ephx1, Nceh1, Lpl, Pld3, Plin2, Aplp2, Ccl3, Bnip3, Ccl9, Gpx3,
Slc16a3, Lag3, and Lilrb4) (Figure 1). Interestingly, Csf1, one of
the genes of the core signature, has been identified as one of the
prominent genes characteristic of the pre-microglia homeostatic
signature (23). These 39 genes constitute the “developmental
signature” of the microglial population described in this section.
Of note, homeostatic microglia markers, such as Tmem119,
P2ry12, Sall1, Tgfbr1, Fcrls, and Cx3cr1, have been shown to be
expressed by this subset, although in most reports at slightly
lower levels than in adult microglia or other neonatal microglia
(24, 35, 36, 70). Later in this review, we will refer to this
population as “developmental CD11c+ microglia”. Features of
this population include peak numbers between P3 and P7,
amoeboidmorphology, phagocytic abilities, and location in white
matter (Figure 1). In addition, studies mentioned in this section
clearly reveal a critical functional role of developmental CD11c+
microglia in the myelination process. Their presence in high
numbers in the white matter makes them strategically placed in
both space and time to take on that role. The aforementioned
data support their involvement in phagocytosis of newly formed
oligodendrocytes, probably linked to the proper establishment of
primary myelination (24, 35, 36, 70). Two of the studies show
the long-term importance of these cells on oligodendrocytes and
myelination later in life (35, 70).

Although the number of common genes in the developmental
signature might appear low, we would argue that this is
probably due to discrepancies in the transcriptomic techniques
used (microarray, bulk RNA-seq, high-throughput single-cell
RNA-seq, deep single-cell RNA-seq), as well as the isolation
techniques used (FACS-sorting based on various gatings,
presence or absence of perfusion, whole brain dissection,
or region microdissection) (see Table 2) [discussed in (76)].
However, similarities in the localization, colonization kinetics,
morphology, and functional role leave little room for doubt
regarding the uniqueness of the population described.

In Adulthood
Recent studies have described the homeostatic adult brain as
the state with lowest microglial heterogeneity (24). In addition,
most high-throughput studies investigating adult microglia in

steady state generally report very homogeneous populations in
the homeostatic clusters, whether by mass cytometry (77) or
single-cell RNA-seq (36), characterized by robust expression of
classical microglial homeostatic markers.

However, in a CD11c-eYFP reporter mouse, YFP-expressing
cells have been found throughout the brain and retina in
adulthood. Although initially thought to be DCs (40), they
have since then been shown to exhibit a phenotype resembling
microglia (41, 78). Interestingly, a particular abundance of these
cells is found in ventral areas of the brain, white matter tracts,
and areas of adult neurogenesis (78). This is in line with a
report that CLEC7A+ microglia are found in neurogenic niches
in the adult mouse (24), showing that in the homeostatic adult
brain, microglia with a phenotype similar to developmental
CD11c+ microglia could remain in low number in selected
areas. Consistent with this, a subset of microglia (also positive
for TMEM119 and P2RY12) expressing higher levels of CD11c
was found in the human subventricular zone and thalamus
(79). In reporter mice, expression of CD11c has been shown
to not always follow the expression of the YFP reporter and
should therefore be taken cautiously (78). The existence of
CD11c-expressing microglia has however been confirmed in the
adult homeostatic brain (around 2% of total microglia) (33–
35, 42, 80, 81). Similarly, a small population of cells from the
choroid plexus of adult mice was shown to be transcriptionally
distinct from other choroid plexus cells and border-associated
brain macrophages. This population named “Kolmer’s epiplexus
cells” closely resembles microglial cells and was associated with
enriched expression of Spp1, Apoe, and Igf1 (82). Although Itgax
was not among the significantly upregulated genes in this study,
CD11c+ cells expressing low levels of CD45 have previously been
described in the choroid plexus of adult mice (78).

In Aging
Change in microglial gene expression and phenotype in steady-
state aging has been studied extensively. Although reports
agree on the changes in morphology and general phenotype
of microglia toward dystrophic microglia (deramification,
cytorrhexis, and fragmentation) in aging [reviewed in (83)],
genomic studies have given discrepant results, with some arguing
for shift toward neuroprotection (84) and others highlighting a
“primed phenotype” with higher immune activation (85). That
said, having a second look at datasets from various studies
brings to light common highly expressed genes in aged microglia
compared to young microglia: Spp1, Clec7a, Igf1, Lpl, Axl, Apoe,
Lgals3, Itgax, Cst7, etc. are indeed found across several studies
(84–86), although not all and not always in the same range of
upregulation (87). In a later study, Holtman et al. related the
“primed” microglial signature they found from two aging models
(one physiological aging model and one accelerated aging model)
to the study by Hickman et al. and found a high correlation
between the datasets (88).

High-throughput single-cell methods are a good way to
decipher complex populations with mixed subsets. A mass-
cytometry study revealed that a specific subset of microglia
emerges during aging that overexpresses surface CD11c and
CD14, CLEC7A, and CD68 as compared to other microglia
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FIGURE 1 | CD11c+ microglia signature in developmental stages. During development, CD11c+ microglia have an amoeboid morphology and localize close to white

matter tracts, essentially in the corpus callous and cerebellum. They are present early during embryonic development and their numbers peak between P3 and P7.

Comparison of genes upregulated in four studies (24, 35, 36, 70) reveals a common signature for developmental CD11c+ microglia of 39 genes upregulated in at

least three of the studies (bold dark outline). Genes shared with the disease signature in Figure 2 are in bold. The Venn diagram was generated using the online tool

Venny (72).

at the same age, although they downregulate CX3CR1 and
MERTK (77, 89). CD11c expression of microglia in the white
matter and caudal areas of the CNS of aged mice was also
shown using immunohistochemistry (90). This study also reports
expression of CLEC7A in white matter tracts of aged animals and
reports numerous changes in white matter microglia associated

with aging. Similarly, single-cell RNA-seq revealed that several
populations of microglia that were present in younger age at
very low numbers become increasingly prevalent with aging. One
of these populations (referred to as OA2) is characterized by
genes from the developmental signature and genes classically
associated with neurodegeneration (Spp1, Lpl, Lgals3, Lilrb4,
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TABLE 2 | Specification of studies used to establish the signatures.

References Condition Tissue Isolation technique Transcriptomic technique

Development (35) P4–6 Whole brain FACS

CD45dimCD11b+CD11c+

compared to

CD45 dimCD11b+CD11c−

RNA-seq

Illumina HiSeq 2500

(70) P7 Cortex compared to

Corpus callosum

FACS

CD45 dimCD11b+Gr1−
Microarray

Affymetrix

Mouse Gene 2.0 ST Arrays

(24) P7 Cortex

Cerebellum

Hippocampus

Striatum

Olfactory bulb

Choroid plexus

FACS

CD45+CD11b+

Single cell RNA-seq

Smart-seq 2

Illumina NextSeq

(36) P4–5 Whole brain FACS

CD45 dimCD11b+CX3CR1+
Single-cell RNA-seq

Chromium (10× genomics)

Illumina NextSeq 500

Diseases (73) APP/PS1

18 months

Cortex MACS

CD11c+ sorted fraction

compared to

CD11c− eluted CD11b+ sorted

Microarray

Agilent Technologies

Mouse GE 4x44k V2 microarrays

(74) 5XFAD

6 months

Whole brain FACS

CD45+
MARS-seq

Illumina NextSeq 500

(75) APP/PS1

9 months

Whole brain FACS

FCRLS+CLEC7A+

compared to

FCRLS+CLEC7A−

RNA-seq

Illumina NextSeq 500

(35) Symptomatic EAE Whole brain FACS

CD45dimCD11b+CD11c+

compared to

CD45 dimCD11b+CD11c−

RNA-seq

Illumina HiSeq 2500

Cst7, Apoe, Fam20c, Anxa5, Plaur, Aplp2, etc.) among others
(36). By showing the existence of a mix of different microglial
subsets in the context of aging, this study helps us understand
the seemingly discrepant results obtained by bulk RNA-seq
performed on whole brain microglia during aging.

EVIDENCE FOR CD11c+ MICROGLIA
SIGNATURE IN REPOPULATION STUDIES

Under homeostatic conditions, microglia are long-lived, self-
renewing cells. Although some studies suggest that microglia
persist throughout the life of an individual (91), others show
that their turnover rate is quite fast, at around 1% per day
in the mouse (92, 93) and 28% per year in the human (94).
Regardless, their relatively long lifespan has been proposed to
be crucial in microglial priming and ultimately contributing
to neurodegeneration (91). Similarly, microglia have been
found to be detrimental in some disease contexts [reviewed
in Wolf et al. (95)], leading researchers to entertain the idea
of transient microglial depletion as a therapeutic strategy (96,
97). Indeed, the depleted microglial niche gets repopulated
within a couple of weeks post-depletion (98, 99). It is not
yet resolved whether this repopulation occurs from peripheral

cells or from a local microglial progenitor, and whether this
progenitor is Nestin-positive. Such depletion strategies have had
either beneficial or detrimental outcomes, depending on the
pathology and the depletion method [reviewed in Han et al.
(100)]. More recently, studies have characterized repopulating
microglia, to assess whether and how they differ from the
original microglia and whether these differences could account
for the positive outcomes of microglial depletion strategies.
Although morphological differences have been reported (101),
most studies focused on gene expression analysis (98, 101–
104). Two of the early studies advocated for repopulating
microglia being functionally similar to resident control microglia
(98, 101). However, closer examination and more recent
studies, including single-cell RNA-seq, suggest that these cells
differ transcriptionally (98, 102–104). Interestingly, Zhan et al.
compared the repopulating microglial signature to the neonatal
microglial signature (104), putting forward the idea that newly
formed microglia resemble developmental microglia, before
adopting a more mature phenotype. When comparing their
transcriptomic data to the CD11c+ neonatal microglia signature
we describe above, we found nine overlapping genes (Atp6v0d2,
Clec7a, Spp1, Lgals1, Gm1673, Gpnmb, Atp1a3, Itgax, and Ank).
Similarly, seven genes (Atp6v0d2, Spp1, Igf1, Gpx3, Gpnmb,
Ccl3, and Lpl) overlapped with the repopulating microglial
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signature from Bruttger et al. (98), possibly indicating the
presence of CD11c+-microglia-like cells in the repopulating
clusters they described. This is reinforced by our study in which
CD11c+ microglia could be found in repopulating microglia
clusters after genetic microglial depletion (35). However, in
contrast to Zhan et al. our analysis did not show neonatal-like,
neurodevelopmental gene signature in repopulated microglia
(35). The low extent of overlap between these studies and our
newly defined neonatal CD11c+microglia could be explained by
heterogeneity of repopulating microglia, diluting the signal from
CD11c+microglia in bulk RNA-seq studies.

CD11c+ MICROGLIA IN DISEASE STATES

Microglia activation is a common feature in many neurological
disorders including inflammatory, demyelinating, and
degenerative diseases, as well as glioma and injury. Although
microglia activation may have deleterious consequences, it has
also been shown in many instances to exert protective and
regenerative effects. It is now becoming clear that there is an
emergence of CD11c+ microglia population in pathological
conditions. In this section, we will discuss the importance and
the role of this cell subset in several neurological diseases.

Alzheimer’s Disease
For decades, it has been known that microglia localize around
Aβ plaques, and engulf Aβ in AD, showing their importance in
the disease. In recent years, interest in these cells has increased,
largely due to a wave of transcriptomic and genome-wide
association (GWAS) studies. In addition, a majority of AD risk
genes are related to microglia, including triggering receptor
induced on myeloid cells 2 (TREM2) [reviewed in McQuade
and Blurton-Jones (105)]. Despite the enormous amount of
data generated, no consensus has yet been reached on whether
microglia are protective or detrimental in neurodegeneration.
Some of the attempts to resolve this issue involved comparing
transcriptomes of microglia sorted from healthy, aged, and
diseased brains. The study by Holtman et al. cited above
identified a microglial signature found not only in aging models
but also in disease models including the APP/PS1 AD model
and the SOD1 model for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)
(88). The common genes included Itgax, Clec7a, Axl, Lgals3, and
Apoe, indicating the presence of a CD11c-expressing microglial
population in these models. The gene module described in this
study mostly contained genes related to phagocytosis and cell
proliferation, with tissue protective elements (88). With a similar
strategy, other studies demonstrated that microglia from aging
brains and from amyloidosis (APP/PS1) and tauopathy (AAV-
Tau P301L) shared a common gene signature including Cst7,
Itgax, Gpnmb, Clec7a, Lpl, Lgals3, Apoe, and Spp1 (86). Similar
results were also obtained by Krasemann et al. in the APP/PS1
model. Such shared microglial characteristics led to the term
“microglial neurodegenerative phenotype (MGnD) signature”
(75). This is also in line with the presence of CD11c-expressing
microglia in these models, with a phenotype similar to the one
found in physiological aging.

The presence of CD11c+ microglia around Aβ plaques has
been shown in several studies (30, 73, 74, 106, 107). A recent
study by Kamphuis et al. extensively investigated the localization,
proliferation status, and transcriptome of CD11c+ vs. CD11c−
microglia in APP/PS1 mice (73). Importantly, this study also
highlighted a steady increase in CD11c transcripts in brains of
APP/PS1 and 3xTg-AD mice with aging as plaques appear, as
well as in hippocampal samples from AD patients, although it
declines in the later stages of the disease (73). The transcriptomic
signature of CD11c+ microglia, when compared to their
CD11c− counterparts, showed increased expression of Gpnmb,
Fabp5, Spp1, Igf1, Itgax, Gm1673, Cst7, Cox6a2, Apoe, Ch25h,
Clec7a, Lilrb4, Csf1, Axl, Lpl, Sulf2, Egr2, Anxa5, Cd68, Timp2,
and Ctsb among others. Many of these genes are common with
the developmental signature of CD11c+ microglia described
above or with the signatures found in whole brain “primed”
microglial signatures (73). These findings further support that
the “primed” microglia phenotype described in many studies
recapitulates the CD11c+ microglia signature diluted among
CD11c− counterparts. The robustness of the signature is hardly
surprising, considering that CD11c+microglia make up for 23%
of all Iba1+ cells in the aged APP/PS1 brain (73). Of note,
strong upregulation of some CD11c+microglia signature genes,
including Itgax, Clec7a, and Cst7, was even detectable in whole
tissue samples from cortex and hippocampus in AD models
(73, 108).

High-throughput single-cell studies also contributed to our
understanding of microglial populations in AD rodent models.
The same study that identified CD11c and CD14 surface
expression by mass cytometry on a microglia population
emerging in aging also identified a similar population in
APP/PS1 brains (77). Single-cell RNA-seq studies identified
three microglial signatures in neurodegeneration models: the
disease-associated microglia (DAM) signature (74), the late
response microglia signature (109), and the activated response
microglia (ARM) signature (80) that emerge in the 5xFAD, CK-
p25, and APPNL−G−F models for AD, respectively. All three
studies described cell clusters showing nearly identical microglia
populations, similar to the CD11c+microglia signature observed
in the Kamphuis study. Importantly, all of the DAM cells were
CD11c+ (74) with highly overlapping gene signatures uncovered
by bulk sequencing of sorted CD11c+ microglia (73). Microglia
with characteristics from the ARM cluster are present in low
numbers (ca. 2%) even in wild-type mice at young age, increasing
as part of normal aging to reach up to about 12% of all microglia
(80), consistent with observations discussed above of CD11c+
microglia in the steady state in adult and aging mice. ARM
microglia are however most evident in APPNL−G−F mice where
they outnumber all other microglial clusters reaching 52% of all
microglia at 21 months of age (80). This is in line with increases
in CD11c+microglia reported in other studies. Importantly, the
signature observed in CD11c+/DAM/MGnD/ARM microglia
is enriched for known AD risk genes (80). Of note, this
transcriptomic signature is similar to that induced by retinal
degeneration (110).

CD11c+ microglia have been demonstrated to be beneficial
for and to correlate with increased Aβ uptake and induction of
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IGF1-mediated neurogenesis in an animal model of AD (30).
In addition, abundance of Igf1-expressing microglia around Aβ

plaques was recently confirmed by in situ hybridization in an
AD model (69). Functional analyses led to discrepant results
suggesting either protective, immunosuppressive function as well
as enhanced capacity for uptake and lysosomal degradation of Aβ

(73), or pathogenicity via possible contribution to local arginine
deprivation and subsequent neurodegeneration (111). Butovsky’s
group also proposed a detrimental role for these cells due to
ameliorated Aβ deposition in 4-month-old TREM2-deficient
mice that lack CD11c+ microglia (75). However, the role of
TREM2 is not clear, since other data show either protective
or detrimental roles for this protein depending on the age
of the animals (75, 112–114). Nonetheless, all these studies
demonstrate lack of microglial proliferation and clustering
around plaques in TREM2-deficient animals, thus allowing
for more dispersed Aβ localization in AD models (75, 112–
116). This can be detrimental due to Aβ spreading that is
not limited by microglia clusters, ultimately leading to severe
axonal dystrophy (114). Moreover, it has been demonstrated
that in TREM2-deficient animals older than 8 months, the
Aβ burden is enhanced as compared to 4-month-old animals,
suggesting that TREM2 signaling is necessary for limiting
advanced stage pathology (117). Thus, CD11c+ microglia may
actually be beneficial and protective in later stages of the
disease as proposed by Keren-Shaul et al. (74). Human data
further support this hypothesis since loss-of-function mutations
in TREM2 have been identified as a strong risk factor for
the development of AD and other neurodegenerative diseases
[reviewed in McQuade and Blurton-Jones and Ulland and
Colonna (105, 118)].

Collectively, CD11c+ microglia (also referred to as primed
microglia, late response microglia, DAM, ARM, or MGnD)
are a well-defined population of cells that show adaptation
predominantly for phagocytic clearance of apoptotic/necrotic
neurons and limiting Aβ spreading. Given that AD risk genes are
enriched in this population (80), mutations in such genes may
have an impact on the ability of CD11c+ microglia to cope with
Aβ plaque burden, either promoting or limiting AD pathology.

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
ALS is a disease affecting motor neurons leading to their
degeneration. Microglial contribution to the disease has been
established since a robust microglial activation has been found
in both patient and transgenic mouse tissue (119, 120). In
addition, many risk factors for the disease have been shown to
be expressed by microglia in the CNS, reinforcing the idea of
an involvement of these cells in the disease (121). Microglial
activation in the disease arises from accumulation of misfolded
protein, and, similarly to observations made in other disease
contexts, microglia have been reported to play a beneficial role
in the pre-symptomatic phase of the disease before shifting to
detrimental roles in the advanced disease state (122). However,
microglial depletion in the context of ALS has not been found to
increase survival (123), leading to the idea that both functions
might be concomitant, constantly counteracting each other.
Interestingly, a study from 2013 analyzed the transcriptome of

microglia sorted frommice carrying an ALS-associated mutation
and found a particular signature for these cells at the end stage
of the disease compared to microglia from healthy brains (124).
Once again, among the top regulated genes were genes related to
Huntington’s disease, AD, and Parkinson’s disease (Mapt, Psen2,
Apoe, etc.). The signature found in this study includes both
factors reported to be beneficial in the context of ALS (Igf1,
Grn, Trem2, Tyrobp, etc.), and factors known to be detrimental
(Mmp12,Optn, Cybb, etc.), as well as some like Spp1,Gpnmb, and
Itgax recurrently found in neurodegenerative diseases. Microglia
were also found to upregulate surface CD11c. Microglia from
SOD1 mice were also found to fit the abovementioned MGnD
signature, in addition to expressing Clec7a levels increasingly
during disease progression (75).

Stroke, Ischemia, and Injury
Neuron degeneration and nerve injury have been linked to
microglia in various models for traumatic brain injury (TBI)
(125), spinal cord injury (SCI) (126), nerve injury (93), and
ischemic stroke (127). Much like in inflammation models,
microglial contribution in all of these models is still rather
unclear and they may play a double role considering their
association with both beneficial and detrimental effects. Studying
microglia in context of inflammation can get quite complicated
due to massive infiltration of peripheral immune cells, notably
monocytes and macrophages, occurring subsequently to TBI
(128), SCI (129), and stroke (127, 130, 131). In a study
comparing the transcriptomics of microglia and macrophages
after ischemia in rats, it was reported that microglia played
a detrimental role and macrophages played a beneficial role
with regard to recovery, based on their expression of classical
inflammation markers (132). Investigation of the genes enriched
in microglia three days after middle cerebral artery occlusion
compared to sham controls, however, revealed Spp1, Gpnmb,
Lgals3, Fabp5, and Axl among others, fitting with the potential
presence of CD11c+ microglia-like cells in this context, diluted
among other microglia. Consistent with this, Ccl2 mRNA was
found to be increased in microglia and macrophages at this
time point (132), an aspect that has been associated with
the emergence of CD11c+ microglia (81). Another study,
conducted in a model of phototrombic stroke on whole tissue,
actually showed upregulation of Gpnmb, Itgax, and Clec7a
in a cluster associated with early response (133), which the
authors related to the DAM phenotype (74). In a study of
facial nucleus axotomy, the authors also related the observed
microglial phenotype (134) to the DAM phenotype, as well as
to a phenotype found in the Ck-p25 model (109): 72 genes
were regulated in common between all three studies representing
almost 75% of all genes upregulated in the facial nucleus
axotomy model. Interestingly, in an SCI transcriptomic study,
a profile of microglia reminiscent of the CD11c+ phenotype
was identified (with upregulation of Gpnmb, Spp1, Lpl, Apoe,
Igf1, Lgals3, and Itgax among others) and persisted in a
full transection model, whereas it contracted concomitantly
to recovery in a hemisection model (135), indicative of the
transitory nature of this subset. Conversely, in TBI, the microglial
signature was further from the CD11c+ microglia signature,
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although Itgax was among the upregulated genes 14 and 60
days post-injury, possibly indicating once again a dilution of
the signature in all microglia (136). In addition, considering
the difficulty associated with gating out macrophages from
microglia in a context of extensive infiltration, macrophage
contamination of the sorted samples cannot be excluded in
these studies, potentially complicating interpretation of the
observed transcriptomes.

Multiple Sclerosis
MS is an inflammatory, demyelinating disease of the CNS that
can be modeled by EAE or toxin-induced demyelinating models.
Recent advancement in our understanding of the disease points
toward important roles for microglia in the pathomechanism.
Although the evidence supporting their implication in initiation
and facilitation of the disease is strong (95), there is a growing
body of evidence for their protective functions including
involvement in remyelination (137).

We have identified CD11c+microglia during EAE accounting
for around 10% of total microglia in whole CNS (33, 34). Of note,
this subset is evenmore abundant in the spinal cord at the peak of
the diseases reaching up to 60% of total microglia (Wlodarczyk,
unpublished). The emergence of the CD11c+ microglia is a
dynamic process starting at the onset, reaching a maximum at
the peak and contracting in the chronic phase of EAE (77, 138).
These cells are localized in the demyelinated spinal cord lesions
(33). CD11c+ microglia from EAE again showed upregulation
of similar genes as in neurodegenerative models including Itgax,
Gpnmb, Spp1, etc. (35). A similar signature was confirmed by
Krasemann et al. (75). In addition, deep analysis of genes that
were upregulated in CD11c+ microglia population pointed to
their involvement in immune responses (35).

A key aspect of neuroinflammation in EAE is the recruitment
and reactivation of encephalitogenic T cells to express their
effector functions. Many cell types are implicated in this process,
including blood-derived DCs and monocytes/macrophages
but also parenchymal microglia (139). In EAE, CD11c+
microglia express MHCI, MHCII, and costimulatory molecules
CD80/CD86 (34, 140), which is in line with recent high-
throughput mass-cytometry reports (77, 138). We have provided
evidence that CD11c+ microglia are able to induce similar
proliferative response of encephalitogenic CD4+ T cells as
blood-derived professional antigen-presenting cells (32, 34).
Interestingly, in contrast to CD11c+ blood-derived cells and
CD11c− microglia, CD11c+ microglia completely lacked
mRNA expression for IL-23 (34) that is known to induce
GM-CSF-producing CD4+ T cells, critical for EAE pathology
(141). This indicates that although CD11c+ microglia alone
might contribute to T cell expansion, they are unlikely to
induce pathogenic T cell responses. Importantly, a subsequent
study showed that they were a major source of message for
myelinogenic IGF1, suggesting that they might exert protective
roles in EAE (33). This is supported by our recent study showing
that stimulation of CSF1R with its ligands during symptomatic
EAE significantly reduced demyelination and ameliorated disease
progression most likely through induction of CD11c+microglia
(81). Moreover, decreasing CD11c+ microglia by blocking of

TREM2 signaling (as discussed below) led to increased severity
of EAE and exacerbated demyelinating lesions in the spinal cord
(142), further supporting protective roles of CD11c+microglia.

Microglia are known to contribute to remyelination by
creating an environment supporting OPC recruitment and
differentiation by phagocytosing myelin debris, secreting growth
factors and modulating extracellular matrix [reviewed in Lloyd
and Miron (137)]. Circumstantial evidence for remyelinating
properties of CD11c+microglia includes our first demonstration
of the expansion of these cells in cuprizone-demyelinated corpus
callosum (32). A microarray study by Olah et al. identified
a pro-remyelinating microglial signature that includes several
genes reminiscent of the CD11c+ microglia characteristics
described above (Itgax Igf1, Clec7a, Apoe, Spp1) (143). Moreover,
CD11c immunoreactive microglia were present in remyelinating
corpus callosum (32). A similar microglial signature was later
confirmed in both demyelination and remyelination phases
(144). Conversely, microglia expressing the CD11c+ microglia
signature including Apoe, Axl, Igf1, Lyz2, Itgax, and Gpnmb
were identified by single-cell transcriptomics in both de-
and remyelinated lesions (145). Recently, cuprizone-mediated
demyelination was shown to be alleviated in mice lacking
microglial SIRPα that have increased numbers of CD11c+
microglia, pointing to their protective role (89). In line with
the induction of CD11c+ microglia (81), stimulation of CSF1R
ameliorated cuprizone-induced demyelination (146).

Another line of evidence comes from the influence of
TREM2 deficiency, which leads to absence of CD11c+microglia
in adult mice (74, 75), on remyelination after cuprizone
demyelination. The data indicate that TREM2 deficiency
had no impact on the initial demyelination, but affected
subsequent remyelination when the cuprizone treatment was
prolonged, most likely by impairing myelin removal as well
as myelin regeneration, which further supports a protective
role for CD11c+ microglia in this paradigm (144, 147).
Additionally, it was reported that microglial necroptosis in
circumstances of lysophosphatidylcholine demyelination leads to
repopulation by pro-regenerative CD11c+microglia, as blocking
of this mechanism prevented remyelination (148). Of note,
demyelination induced by mouse hepatitis virus also led to
enrichment of CD11c+ microglial gene signature in the spinal
cord (149).

Taken together, association of CD11c+ microglia to white
matter (89) as well as their role in primary myelination
strongly support their importance in induction and facilitation of
remyelination. This opens the possibility for induction of innate
repair programs in diseased CNS via promotion of the emergence
of CD11c+microglia.

Glioma
Very early studies identified microglial cells close to gliomas
to resemble the amoeboid form described during development
and to take on phagocytic functions (58). More recent studies
have shown that parenchymal microglia are attracted to the
tumor in glioma-affected brains, representing up to 30% of the
tumor mass (150). Microglia associated to the tumor have been
termed glioma-associated microglia/macrophages (GAM). These
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cells initially exhibit beneficial anti-tumor abilities but have been
found to be hijacked by the tumor to exert tumor-promoting
functions [reviewed in Li and Graeber (151)]. A study from
2015 identified a signature for GAMs, and emphasized their
high expression of SPP1 and GPNMB (152). They compared this
signature to classical macrophage activation markers (M1/M2)
and concluded a lack of overlap between the GAM signature and
these classical phenotypes. Of note, the signature also includes
genes such as Itgax, Fabp5, and Clec7a among others recurrently
found in disease signatures (152).

Microglial Disease Signature
Considering the similarities observed in gene expression
from the different studies aforementioned, we compared
the transcriptomic signatures obtained in studies comparing
specifically microglia sorted based on a typical marker for this
specific subset of microglia or from single-cell RNA-seq (three
of the AD studies and one EAE study, Figure 2). We found
a core disease signature for microglia consisting of 89 genes
shared between all four studies (Figure 2). Itgax being once
again a part of this signature and with clarity in mind, we
will refer to this signature as the “CD11c+ microglia disease
signature” henceforth. Once again, the microglial nature of this
subset is supported by expression, although slightly lower than in
homeostatic microglia, of Tmem119, Cx3cr1, P2ry12, Sall1, and
Tgfbr1 among other homeostatic genes (35, 73–75).

CD11c+ MICROGLIA SIGNATURE

Over the years, advancements in technology have allowed the
scientific community to investigate cells and cell populations
in increasingly detailed ways, particularly at the molecular
level. This investigation has been done using a multiplicity of
different conditions and models, leading to increasing amounts
of data generated. Although invaluable, this work has also led to
redundancy in the microglial profiles that were identified (154).

Our investigation led us to define two particularly strong
signatures for CD11c+ microglia in development (Figure 1)
and in disease (Figure 2). Interestingly, Li et al. (24) as well
as Anderson et al. (71) related the developmental microglia
signature observed in their studies to the DAM microglial
signature. These similarities prompted us to compare the
signatures we identified from the literature.

Comparison of the developmental signature and the disease
signature resulted in defining of a “core” signature common
to CD11c+ microglia across all contexts, which consists of
22 genes: Ank, Anxa5, Aplp2, Atp1a3, Clec7a, Colec12, Csf1,
Ephx1, Fabp5, Fam20c, Gm1673, Gpnmb, Hpse, Igf1, Itgax,
Lilrb4, Lpl, Nceh1, Plaur, Pld3, Plin2, and Spp1 (Figure 3
and Supplementary Table 1). Interestingly, the protein network
linked to these genes had significantly more links than what can
be expected, indicating at least a partial biological connection
between these genes (Figure 3). Further investigation of the
physiological function of the proteins related to the genes
present in the core signature revealed their involvement in
lipid metabolism, cell migration and proliferation, and, to a
lesser extent, immune function (Supplementary Table 1). As

expected, all of these proteins had been associated with various
brain diseases (Supplementary Table 1). Of note, many of these
proteins assume similar function or have been found to interact
directly or indirectly with each other (Supplementary Table 1).
Further investigation of these genes and proteins in link with
one another would most likely unveil interesting mechanisms
underlying CD11c+microglia function.

Although described previously as different microglial subsets,
we argue that the robust core signature we have identified can
be found for this subset across all these different stages. We
suggest that the differences in this subset observed between
conditions reflect methodological discrepancies (Table 2) or
microenvironment-linked context-specific changes and the
subset’s own phenotypic plasticity in coping with these variations,
rather than fundamental differences in cell lineage.

EMERGENCE OF CD11c+ MICROGLIA

The dynamics of CD11c+ microglia seem tightly spatio-
temporally regulated. They first emerge during the first postnatal
week, peaking at P5 and gradually decreasing as animals age,
being barely detectable in the healthy adult CNS (33–35, 42,
80, 81) to increase again in aging or disease (33, 73, 81, 85,
89). Importantly, none of the studies that have investigated
induction of inflammation by means of lipopolysaccharide,
poly(I:C), or other immune challenges could recapitulate the
robust CD11c+ signature found in steady state and disease and
injury contexts (86, 88, 90, 124, 155, 156). Below, we present
factors that participate in controlling the induction of this
population (Figure 4).

Activation of the TREM2–APOE Pathway
One candidate that has been extensively studied with regard
to CD11c+ microglia is the TREM2 pathway. TREM2-deficient
animals were shown to downregulate the CD11c+ microglia
signature in cuprizone-induced demyelination (144) and in an
AD model (113). In addition, in the study from the Amit lab,
TREM2 deficiency in an AD mouse model led to an arrest
of microglia in an intermediate state between the homeostatic
state and the CD11c+ microglia stage. Barely any microglia
in these mice exhibited the CD11c+ microglial signature (74).
This suggests that CD11c+ microglia induction is a two-step
process, where the first step, to leave the homeostatic state,
is TREM2-independent and the second step, to reach the
complete CD11c+ microglia phenotype, is TREM2-dependent.
These observations were confirmed by Krasemann et al. in
another TREM2-deficient AD model (75). Similarly, APOE-
deficient mice exhibit lower numbers of CD11c+ microglia
in AD, ALS, and MS mouse models (75, 80). This is
suggestive of a positive feedback loop, as this population
itself strongly upregulates APOE (75). Surprisingly, the Barres
lab showed that induction of CD11c+ microglia during
postnatal development in contrast to adulthood is TREM2–
APOE-independent (24). A similar TREM2 independence of
CD11c+ microglia induction was shown in the developing
retina (71).
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FIGURE 2 | CD11c+ microglia signature in disease states. In diseased CNS, CD11c+ microglia adopt an amoeboid, reactive morphology. In AD, they are found

surrounding Aβ plaques. Similarly, in MS and ALS models and in injury, they are found around and in the lesions. In glioma, they are found mixed with tumor cells.

CD11c+ microglia numbers in diseased CNS vary considerably, ranging from 10 to 50% of all microglia. Comparison of genes upregulated in four studies (35, 73–75)

reveals a common signature for CD11c+ disease microglia of 89 genes upregulated in at least three of the studies (bold dark outline). Genes shared with the

developmental signature in Figure 1 are in bold. Raw data for the Krasemann study were obtained using the Gene Expression Omnibus Database and the differential

gene expression analysis was performed using the DEBrowser package in R (153). The Venn diagram was generated using the online tool Venny (72).

Cell Death
Krasemann et al. highlighted phagocytosis of apoptotic neurons
and monocytes as a trigger for the induction of the CD11c+
microglia phenotype (75). Of note, induction of this phenotype
was not observed upon microglia exposure to Escherichia
coli, zymosan particles (75), or microparticles (Marczynska
et al., unpublished), suggesting that induction of CD11c+
microglia is a tightly controlled reaction to local cell damage
or apoptosis, rather than to phagocytosis itself. Interestingly,
microglial necroptosis in demyelination models leads to brain
repopulation with CD11c+ microglia from nestin+ resident
microglia (148). Similarly, nestin+microglia colonizing the brain
after microglia ablation expressed surface CD11c (98). The gene

expression in repopulating microglia highly overlapped with
the CD11c+ microglia signature. We showed that genetic or
toxin-induced ablation of neonatal CD11c+ cells led to their
instant repopulation (35). Whether the observed concomitant
decrease of CD11c−microglia (35) reflects induction of CD11c+
phenotype in CD11c− cells by phagocytosis of dying microglia
has not been determined. Interestingly, a dramatic decrease
in CD11c+ microglia was observed in the postnatal retina of
mice deficient in Bax, a pro-apoptotic gene that is essential
for developmental death of neurons (71). This emphasizes that
apoptotic cells are a strong and common inducer of CD11c+
microglia regardless of age and condition. This is also in line with
several studies where developmental cell death has been linked
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FIGURE 3 | Core CD11c+ microglia signature. Considering similarities between the transcriptomic signatures and functions in the CD11c+ microglia subset in

development and in disease, we compared both signatures to obtain a core of genes upregulated in this subset across all conditions. We observe overlap of 20% of

the genes between both signatures, corresponding to 22 shared genes. Upon interrogating the STRING database (Szklarczyk D, Gable AL, Lyon D, Junge A, Wyder

S, Huerta-Cepas J, Simonovic M, Doncheva NT, Morris JH, Bork P, Jensen LJ, von Mering C. STRING v11: protein-protein association networks with increased

coverage, supporting functional discovery in genome-wide experimental datasets. Nucleic Acids Res. 2019 Nov; 47:D607–613.), we observed that the network

formed by the proteins corresponding to the genes in the core signature had significantly more interactions than expected from a similar set of random proteins,

indicating that these proteins related to the genes in the core signature are at least partially biologically connected. The thickness of the edges linking the different

genes is proportional to the strength of the evidence linking the two proteins. The Venn diagram was generated using the online tool Venny (72).

to microglial entry in the developing CNS (61). In addition,
retinal CD11c+microglia were resistant to depletion induced by
either CSF1R deficiency or blocking, contrary to their CD11c−
counterparts. In line with this, our own data showed that despite
using several depletion regimens, CD11c+ microglia could not
be depleted from postnatal brain as they were immediately
repopulated (35).

Cytokines
We have shown that both populations of adult microglia
(CD11c+ and CD11c−) express equal levels of CSF1R (33).
Importantly, stimulation of this receptor by its ligands,
interleukin (IL)-34 and CSF1, induced a significant increase
in CD11c+ microglia numbers, with faster kinetics for IL-
34 (81). Moreover, such stimulation induced CCL2 in the
brain, and we showed that overexpression of CCL2 leads
to a dramatic expansion of CD11c+ microglia in a CCR2-
independent manner (81).

Butovsky et al., on the other hand, showed that another
cytokine, IL-4, can induce CD11c+ expression on Aβ pretreated
microglia (30, 157). Moreover, they demonstrated that
GA vaccination leads to an increase of CD11c+ microglia
surrounding Aβ plaques and suggested that this was induced by
T-cell-derived IL-4 (30).

Inhibition of SIRPα/CD47 Signaling
Recently, the emergence of CD11c+microglia in the adult brain
has been shown to be homeostatically controlled by SIRPα/CD47
interaction. Genetic ablation of SIRPα in microglia or global
lack of CD47 equally resulted in increased numbers of CD11c+
microglia, suggesting that microglial SIRPα suppresses CD11c
expression in the same cells (89).

CONCLUSION

Here, we have demonstrated that the subpopulation of microglia
described in many recent studies (and named PAM, ATM,
fountain of microglia, DAM, ARM, MGnD, and late response
microglia) indeed reflects the characteristics of CD11c+
microglia, originally identified over a decade ago. Thus, we
believe that a unification of the nomenclature by referring to
the microglial subset expressing the described signature, from
development to old age, as CD11c+ microglia is a necessary
step to progress our understanding of microglia biology. This
subset emerges in development before contracting during
adulthood but is triggered to re-emerge in aging as well as
in the context of disease or tissue injury (Figure 4). The
summary of the data that mentioned microglia showing the
aforementioned signature strongly points to the importance
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FIGURE 4 | CD11c+ microglia as a subset of microglia present through life and across conditions. Our investigation leads us to believe that CD11c+ microglia

represent a subset of microglia characterized by a robust signature of 22 genes expressed by this subset at any age and in various disease states. Emergence of this

subset is induced by various factors including signaling through the TREM2–APOE pathway, cell death, IL-4 signaling, and cytokine signaling through CSF1R inducing

CCL2, and is inhibited by CD47/SIRPα signaling. In physiological conditions, CD11c+ microglia account for around 15% of all microglia, before contracting to 2% in

adulthood and being re-induced by aging at levels similar to development. In disease states, their numbers oscillate between 10 and 50%. We argue that despite the

numerous names given to this subset across conditions, it is unique and should be referred to as “CD11c+ microglia”.
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of CD11c+ microglia in primary myelination during CNS
development as well as their protective, remyelinative,
and regenerative capacities in CNS pathology. This opens
new perspectives for therapeutic targeting of microglia in
neurological conditions.
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